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Welcome to the penultimate Pod Bible of 2021!  
How is it October already? We have no idea. 
What we do know however is that we have 
another packed edition of our magazine, full 
of interviews, reviews and recommendations 
for all the podcast fanatics out there.

Our cover star and lead interview for issue 
#017 is non other than Kelechi Okafor, host of 
Say Your Mind. Kelechi has had an incredible 
2021 (is this the pinnacle?!) so it's a joy to see 
her grace our cover. To see Kelechi react to her 
cover illustration, receive an extra bonus gift 
and chat all about podcasts you can tune into 
our video interview with her at podbiblemag.
com or on our YouTube channel (where you'll 
also find interviews with Adam Buxton, Off 
Menu and our last cover star Blindboy!).

Elsewhere in the magazine we have a chat 
with Rose Ellen Dix, one half of Rose & Rosie 
- Parental Guidance, the hugely popular 
Spotify Original podcast. There's a feature 
on Joe Cornish's best guest appearances, 
Hayley Hasselhoff's top 5 shows and our 
friends at Stak telling us all about their brand 
new show We're Not F***ing Historians! 

Away from the magazine we've been keeping 
busy making some big plans for 2022 (watch 
this space!) as well as checking out a few 
shows and handing out magazines at the 
London Podcast Festival. It was so great to 
be present in a live audience again and we 
must give credit to the team at London's Kings 
Place for putting on such a wonderful event. 
As well as seeing The Allusionist, Wrestle 
Me and Conversations With My Sister 
live, we also attended a fascinating panel 
discussing 'your first year in podcasting' that 
was put on by our partners Acast and hosted 
by previous Pod Bible cover star Deborah 
Frances-White. A number of shows were 
filmed this year so head over to kingsplace.
co.uk/kplayer to check them out.

Before we go, don't forget that Pod Bible is now 
available to read on the world's largest digital 
news stand PressReader.com alongside all 
your favourite newspapers and magazines. 
It's a really satisfying platform to read on so go 
check it out if you haven't already!

We'll be back in December with Issue #18 but 
until then you can keep up to date with all things 
podcast at podbiblemag.com and if you'd like 
to get in touch you can do so via the email or 
social media, details below! See you soon!

info@podbiblemag.com // @podbible

STU WHIFFEN // ADAM RICHARDSON
Pod Bible Editors - @stuwhiffen // @mynameisad

NOTE FROM 
THE EDITORS

WELCOME TO ISSUE #017 //

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mwDmAOtVtsY
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WHAT’S A PODCAST 
AND HOW DO I LISTEN?
WHAT IS IT?!

A podcast is a digital audio file made available 
on the internet for downloading or streaming to 
a computer or an alternative device such as a 
phone. To be a little less clinical, it’s essentially 
a radio show that you can listen to wherever and 
whenever you choose without being interrupted 
by regular weather bulletins or travel updates.

Right now there are over 1,750,000 different 
podcasts with over 43 million episodes in 100 
different languages available to listen to. These 
range from highly produced shows recorded in 
professional studios by major broadcasters to 
rough and ready homemade shows recorded 
on a laptop in someone’s bedroom. If you have 
a computer and an internet connection, you 
can make a podcast, making it one of the most 
democratic mediums around. Is it time to see 
what all the fuss is about?

HOW MUCH DO THEY COST? 

Nothing! They’re absolutely free which makes 
them one of the most accessible forms of 
entertainment around. Many of the larger 

podcasts will feature adverts and some offer 
access to extra content for a small fee but 99% 
of podcasts are available for you to listen to on 
demand for nothing at all. 
There are literally millions of hours of top quality 
content out there for you to explore - so what's 
stopping you?!

SO HOW DO I LISTEN?

The Spotify and Acast apps are available on all 
smart phones and other devices and cover a 
wide variety of podcasts. If you're an iPhone 
user then the Apple Podcasts app should 
already be on your phone. The same applies 
for the Google Podcasts app on Android 
phones. Within these apps you can search 
for and subscribe to shows so that the latest 
episodes will be downloaded to your phone 
without you having to seek them out.

The Spotify app also allows you to scan codes 
which take you directly to the relevant podcast. 
The Audible app can be used to listen to 
Audible original podcasts. 

If you're on a desktop computer then you 
can use the Spotify desktop application 
(which is also available in your browser) the 
Acast website or the Audible Cloud Player. 
Alternatively you can use iTunes or go direct to 
the website of the podcast you want to listen to.
Finally, you can use your home smart speakers 
as a way to listen too. Just ask them to play you 
a podcast and go from there! 
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“I FELT PURPOSEFUL 
BECAUSE I KNEW 
LISTENERS NEEDED 
TO HEAR ME”

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO... KELECHI OKAFOR //

ACTOR? DIRECTOR? DANCE INNOVATOR? SOCIAL COMMENTER? 
D*CKHEAD IN RECOVERY? BABY GIRL? KELECHI OKAFOR WEARS 
MANY HATS AND AS HER PODCAST HAS GROWN SHE HAS BUILT 
HERSELF THE PERFECT PLATFORM TO SHOW EACH ONE OFF IN 
ALL ITS GLORY. WE CAUGHT UP WITH THE SAY YOUR MIND HOST 
TO CHAT ALL THINGS PODCASTING...

PB: TELL US ALL ABOUT YOUR 
SHOW! WHAT’S YOUR PODCAST 
ELEVATOR PITCH?

KO: Say Your Mind is the current affairs 
podcast that you might not want to listen to 
on loudspeaker at work, but you definitely 
want to listen to regardless. The podcast 
expertly combines tarot, current affairs and 
pop culture into one expletive filled fun time 
and is delivered to you from the perspective 
of a Nigerian-British Baby Girl. I am the Baby 
Girl FYI.

WHY PODCASTING? WHAT IS 
IT ABOUT THE FORMAT THAT 
APPEALS TO YOU?

I enjoy podcasting a lot because I love sharing 
my thoughts and I find it much easier than 

typing, although I am pretty mean on the 
keyboard when it comes to tweeting! On the 
subject of tweeting though, the thoughts you 
share can be taken down at any time and that’s 
why I like podcasting because I am in control.

WHAT‘S THE SECRET TO BEING A 
GOOD PODCAST HOST?

A good podcast host should be able to tell you 
something you already knew but deliver it to 
you in such a way that you think you’re hearing 

https://open.spotify.com/show/7METPisyoK12e2qaKZxn4s?si=243088effb9249b6
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that thing for the first time.  It is about having 
a fresh, confident attitude about whatever it is 
that you’re discussing and ultimately wanting 
your listener to already miss you the moment 
that episode is done.

IF YOU COULD GO BACK TO 
BEFORE YOU STARTED OUT AND 
GIVE YOURSELF ONE PIECE OF 
ADVICE, WHAT WOULD IT BE?

Be patient! That is the number one piece of 
advice I would give myself and anybody else 
who is starting out as a podcaster.  I worried 
so much about whether people would listen 
to Say Your Mind, and then I worried about 
when I would get enough listeners to enable 
me to have live read sponsors etc.  I spent a 

lot of time being impatient about getting to the 
markers of what makes a “successful” podcast 
that I just stressed myself out for no reason.  
Now I have these grey hairs! Once I just 
started going with the flow and being proud 
of whichever stage I was at, the things I was 
so fixated on attaining came to me naturally.

HOW DID YOU FIND PODCASTING 
DURING THE PANDEMIC RELATED 
LOCKDOWNS?

I found podcasting to be really therapeutic 
during the lockdowns. I definitely didn’t 
have to worry about whether people would 
listen to the episodes or not. Ha! Honestly, 
I felt purposeful because I knew listeners 
needed to hear me reassure them that things 
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would be okay in one way or another, while 
making them aware of other things that were 
happening in the world.  Hearing me swear 
and laugh as I talked my way through each 
subject, also gave listeners permission to feel 
their own feelings.  It was also really nice to 
spend so much time with my brother Sadiq 
because he joined me as a guest in residence 
on the podcast since we were already in 
a bubble. Getting to share my podcast with 
him will always be one of my best memories 
of an otherwise rather challenging time in all 
our lives. 

DO YOU HAVE A DREAM GUEST OR 
GUESTS WHO YOU’D LOVE TO HAVE 
ON THE PODCAST SOME DAY?

I would fall on the floor if I could get Viola 
Davis on the podcast.  I admire her acting 
skills so much and I fear that if I were to have 
her on as a guest, I would just breathe heavily 
into the mic and forget what I wanted to ask 
her.  I would also like to interview afrobeats 
artist Wizkid, mainly so I could show him my 
dance moves to each of his songs.  Finally I 
think I would like to have Lewis Hamilton on 
the podcast now that I have added a new 
segment to the podcast called Start Your 
Motors to complement my love of Formula 1.  I 
don’t think he’d accept though, my swearing 
and random song breaks might lead him to 
believe that I’m a tad unhinged.

WHICH EPISODE OR EPISODES OF 
YOUR PODCAST MEAN THE MOST 
TO YOU?

Probably Episode 21: What now? This was 
the first episode after my pregnancy loss 
and I can’t believe how early it was in my 
podcasting journey yet I still insisted on being 
vulnerable and transparent while showing 
up to record.  Episode 55: Easter Special 
- Baby Girl and a Baby was great because I 
announced I was expecting a baby and it was 
lovely to be able to have such a beautiful and 
intimate experience to share with my listeners. 

WHICH PODCASTS OR PODCAST 
HOSTS INSPIRE YOU?

I know I have said this before because I love 
talking to you all! (Kelechi was our Podcast 
Disciple back in Issue #008!) but it would 
definitely be The Read with Kid Fury & Crissle.  
Their podcast is the reason I even thought 
being a host of my own podcast could be a 
reality.  I love their openness while maintaining 
their personal boundaries.  It is such a hilarious 
and well presented podcast, I really have no 
choice but to stan. 

FINALLY, WHAT ARE YOUR 
CURRENT FAVOURITE PODCASTS?

I love listening to The Receipts podcast 
because they’re really wonderful women and 
funny as hell. 

I really like Who We Be Talks too. Harry and 
Henrie are really youthful and vibrant hosts.  
I was a guest on their podcast a while back 
and I left proper feeling like they were my new 
friends, and that speaks volumes about their 
hosting skills!

“HEARING ME SWEAR 
AND LAUGH AS I TALKED 

MY WAY THROUGH 
EACH SUBJECT, ALSO 

GAVE LISTENERS 
PERMISSION TO FEEL 

THEIR OWN FEELINGS.”

kelechnekoff
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https://audioboom.com/channels/5054633
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THE NEW TESTAMENT //

EPISODE HIGHLIGHTS 
FROM THE PAST 
FEW MONTHS

https://open.spotify.com/episode/0Wj6WFLmwl8a9ox0VB6T7w?si=a3dda14a0a2e4590
https://open.spotify.com/episode/12u1sVkOfoL4KCbGTbwHjv?si=041d3f5c2b104e15
https://open.spotify.com/episode/6yxH9VJZjqOn9EG2N63zgG?si=15716c4afed647f0
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https://open.spotify.com/episode/5OmyU7o3CKKtVbjAFSkWm4?si=a2b6a21e809748fc
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2DtFes3C0t4ZaC913GstKK?si=cd8764ebe820436d
https://open.spotify.com/episode/5kfbSRNavq2m5NYy1VSQFp?si=9b4f60355ee54de3
https://open.spotify.com/episode/41UyGUwgZknTbkv5beBNOG?si=7c6f75659c3941dc
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TALKING PODCASTS 
WITH PODCASTERS

LET THERE BE POD //

IN EACH ISSUE, ACAST — HOME OF THE UK’S BEST 
PODCASTERS — SITS DOWN FOR CHAT WITH ONE 
OF ITS CREATORS TO HEAR WHAT THEY LOVE 
ABOUT MAKING PODCASTS. 

FOR THIS EDITION OF LET THERE BE POD, ACAST 
SPEAKS TO JAKE CUNNINGHAM AND MICHAEL 
LEADER ABOUT THEIR LOVE LETTER TO STUDIO 
GHIBLI, GHIBLIOTHEQUE!

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

LET’S KICK THINGS OFF - WHAT 
INSPIRED YOU TO START A 
PODCAST?

Like star-crossed lovers, we 
caught each other's eyes 
over the desk at work. We 
had podcasted about films 
separately, but never together, 
until Jake revealed that he 
had never seen a film from the 
legendary Japanese animators 
Studio Ghibli. Michael, one of 
the UK’s experts on Ghibli, leapt 
at the chance to become Jake’s personal 
lecturer on the subject and so Ghibliotheque 
was born.
WHAT DO YOU LOVE ABOUT 
MAKING A PODCAST?

The interaction, and not just with each other 
and with our guests, but with our listeners 
as well. The podcast began as a one-to-one 

tutorship and has expanded to 
include a global classroom of 
Ghibli nerds. 
WHAT HAVE BEEN 
SOME OF YOUR BEST 
MOMENTS ON THE 
PODCAST?

We joked when we were 
starting the podcast about 

one day making a pilgrimage to Japan to 
visit Studio Ghibli’s office and museum. 
Amazingly, we did exactly that and made a 
whole miniseries about it featuring interviews 
with Ghibli insiders and animators. We also 
visited locations that inspired some famous 

https://open.spotify.com/show/1yDWreENoiMbHXXH9XHQo1?si=872b7db2318547d4
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Ghibli scenes and recreated them — it’s 
probably the nerdiest thing we’ve ever done!

YOU EVEN HAVE A BOOK COMING 
OUT — WHAT’S IT ABOUT?

After exploring every Ghibli feature film in detail 
on the show, our publisher Welbeck reached 
out to see if we’d like to adapt our podcast 
into a book. Each chapter is dedicated to an 
individual Ghibli film, with Michael looking at 
the context and history behind them and Jake 
reviewing them. We wrote it over lockdown 
and are hugely excited for people to get their 
hands on it in September.

WHAT HAVE YOU LEARNED FROM 
THE GUESTS WHO’VE APPEARED 
ON YOUR PODCAST?

When we started the show, we thought we 
were going to find a small but passionate 
group of listeners who shared our niche 
fascination with Ghibli. It turns out that niche 
is pretty big! Having been lucky enough to 
have the writers and directors of some of the 
biggest animated films in the world on the 
show, we’ve learned that the inspirational 
power of Ghibli’s creativity is enormous — 
and we’re going to keep shouting about it.
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WHAT DO YOU THINK YOUR 
FANS AND LISTENERS ENJOY 
MOST ABOUT THE PODCAST?

For a lot of audiences — us included — 
Studio Ghibli’s films can be an oasis in a 
frantic world. Even when they’re full of 
monsters, violence and magic, their focus 
on details like wind rustling through grass 

or a perfectly fried egg offer a sense of 
calm. We wanted to bring that tone to the 
podcast, so our conversations are always 
fairly gentle, meditative and welcoming, 
reflecting the Ghibli viewing experience in 
our show.

@ghibliotheque

http://acast.com/pricing
https://open.spotify.com/show/7k2Rb7orunWjZFBzQSoDzl?si=403761e165004177
https://open.spotify.com/show/4BZgrWikgz00Ovszhwg0Pc?si=037cc880b52143ea
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https://open.spotify.com/show/1vYYuYX82KcllNzCxLMa08?si=6d353bf2b6f44344
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GRIEFCAST w/ CARIAD LLOYD    Interview & Conversation

#134 // Michael Rosen // Mar 2021
Cariad Lloyd's Griefcast has been the standard bearer for discussions 
on grief and death for many years now, with each episode delving into 
areas that so many of us are unaccustomed to discussing in our day to day 
lives. Joining Cariad for this episode is children's author and poet Michael 
Rosen, who discusses the loss of his son Eddie as well as his ongoing 
recovery from covid, and his experience of coming close to death himself. 
A beautifully gentle conversation full of touching moments of reflection.

THE OLD TESTAMENT //

CLASSIC EPISODES FROM 
THE PODCAST ARCHIVES

https://open.spotify.com/episode/1pTV7WTxWRQI5bVeMsWzQf?si=877ac2d5b4e34de5
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2VCxOINkyHlxKTY4dX30lC?si=84e0fde7c1354607
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http://www.betweenthelinernotes.com/episodes-1/mtv
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2JhQkeWqiu8MkHF4zfzMI7?si=617f626f90fb4710
https://open.spotify.com/episode/4onEfXBKPyaetf4TZBiQWA?si=bb19338ed9164cab
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2A1Ddv7I5qHgfA4E6IndMZ?si=84a77c2a885d41ff
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“This is a beautifully made podcast, that really highlights 
the human cost of conspiracy theories”  R.Marshall

“Gripping, tense, enlightening. 
Brilliantly produced.”  D.Sitkin

DON'T JUST TAKE 
OUR WORD FOR IT...

THE HOLY GRAIL //
IN ASSOCIATION WITH

EACH ISSUE WE BRING YOU A ROUND-UP OF THE 
AUDIBLE ORIGINAL PODCASTS OUR MEMBERS 
ARE LOVING AND PRESS ARE BUZZING ABOUT 
TOO. WITHOUT FURTHER ADO HERE’S OUR 
MEMBERS ON THEIR FAVOURITE LISTENS…

https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/French-and-Saunders-Titting-About-Series-2-Podcast/B09CVCMVCK
https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/Finding-Q-My-Journey-into-QAnon-Podcast/B09BVXNLZP?qid=1632218856&sr=1-1&ref=a_search_c3_lProduct_1_1&pf_rd_p=c6e316b8-14da-418d-8f91-b3cad83c5183&pf_rd_r=7V5S7DH0EK0HY340VQVV
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Every month, Audible members get one credit to use on any audiobook regardless of price or length, plus unlimited 
access to Audible Original Podcasts at no extra cost.
Listen for free with your 30-day trial. From £7.99 / month after 30 days. Renews automatically.

https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/Stephen-Frys-Edwardian-Secrets-Podcast/B09B47VHG1?qid=1632218881&sr=1-1&ref=a_search_c3_lProduct_1_1&pf_rd_p=c6e316b8-14da-418d-8f91-b3cad83c5183&pf_rd_r=W8X8K3CZ565RV8XSQA0A
https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/Getting-Better-The-Fight-for-the-NHS-Podcast/B09CFFJS79?qid=1632218906&sr=1-1&ref=a_search_c3_lProduct_1_1&pf_rd_p=c6e316b8-14da-418d-8f91-b3cad83c5183&pf_rd_r=TGA1WJGB86QNB7HZNQ48
https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/Jason-Judis-Feel-Good-Toolkit-Podcast/B098PDVSNG?qid=1632218924&sr=1-1&ref=a_search_c3_lProduct_1_1&pf_rd_p=c6e316b8-14da-418d-8f91-b3cad83c5183&pf_rd_r=QNAFNGY3D9FZJ7890JCD
https://www.audible.co.uk/pd/My-Body-My-Podcast-Podcast/B096WBV6SD?qid=1632218939&sr=1-1&ref=a_search_c3_lProduct_1_1&pf_rd_p=c6e316b8-14da-418d-8f91-b3cad83c5183&pf_rd_r=BW6S7RF76KEW3ZC3N1G7
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PODCASTS WITH BACK 
CATALOGUES THAT ARE 
ALL KILLER, NO FILLER

THE SCRIPTURES //

SOME PODS YOU DIP IN AND OUT OF, OTHERS 
YOU LISTEN TO RELIGIOUSLY. HERE’S OUR 
LATEST SELECTION OF PODCASTS THAT ARE 
WELL WORTH YOUR SUBSCRIPTION.

https://open.spotify.com/show/7nQFqT5Ri1mcdqwIXSWivC?si=efc5e476ac3e42c2
https://open.spotify.com/show/60jQ4uyiKnAlVd87GgQDHr?si=c76fd39836e74303
https://open.spotify.com/show/1RefFgQB4Lrl7qczcTWA3o?si=b7bcbcb045fe466c
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YOUR OWN PERSONAL BEATLES                     Music

Jack Pelling & Robin Allender speak to a variety of guests about their 
personal relationship with The Beatles, how they first fell in love with the 
band and how their output has influenced their work and relationships. No 
matter how much you think you know about The Beatles, there's always a 
new fact or anecdote around the corner. A must listen for all fab four fans.

https://open.spotify.com/show/4BHkOHrXqb29XWBGkj7DFS?si=f3d512b0c92f434d
https://open.spotify.com/show/3njtZ7QAdOxkkVYixdVT1z?si=4b49cc8296ca489b
https://open.spotify.com/show/5173GUcD2TgAnHtCgtD9ee?si=e59b168fb7e44a2b
https://open.spotify.com/show/2QgeByrS2LzOl6PVZ2bskD?si=5083f1f6e27d4174
https://open.spotify.com/show/4P1cVzN8Q6jXfT2ICujBmy?si=1ffa90272ab0434b
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WE’RE NOT F***ING 
HISTORIANS

BREAKING BREAD //
WITH

A COUPLE OF FACTS AND PLENTY OF CRAIC!
On October 12th, Stak brings you We’re Not 
F***ing Historians, a brand-new comedy 
podcast that takes an alternative look at Irish 
history. Hosted by celebrated YouTuber and 
filmmaker Hazel Hayes and critically-acclaimed 
comedian and writer Shane Todd, each week 
the duo prise open the history books and take 
turns to share a new tale from The Emerald 
Isle’s colourful past.

From the Bronze Age to Bono, 
Paganism to St. Patrick, Ireland 
has a proud, storied past. It is 
a country steeped in tradition: 
particularly, according to Shane, 
one of being occupied again 
and again by absolutely anyone 
with a boat. Now, after centuries 
of squabbling, migrating, and 
countless raids on monasteries, 
Shane and Hazel are on a mission to understand 
the island they call home from both sides of the 
border – and, most importantly, have plenty of 
laughs along the way. 

This is a podcast for people who are interested 
in history, but not so interested that they would 
read a book about it or listen to actual experts. 
This is history done differently: with a couple of 
facts, and plenty of craic.

How did We’re Not F***ing Historians come 
to be? What was your inspiration?

Shane: Like everyone, I was bored in lockdown 
and read all of the Internet. I got onto an article 
on Irish history and realised I knew very few of 
the stories. That got me thinking about a podcast 
where I learn about these incredible tales and 
share my interpretation with the audience. 
Hazel: My agent told me he represented some 
mad Irish bloke who wanted to start a history 

podcast. He needed a co-host 
who would laugh at his jokes 
and never question the accuracy 
of his historical facts, and that’s 
where I came in.
S: We met on Zoom and pretty 
quickly everyone felt like we 
could work really well together.
H: Look - we’re just two history 
enthusiasts who happen to be 

absolutely hilarious. How could we deprive the 
world of all that?

What story are you most anticipating 
sharing on the podcast?
H: I wouldn’t say I’m most anticipating this 
necessarily - but I think it will be really 
interesting to talk about The Famine on a 
comedy podcast since, let’s be honest, it was 
probably the bleakest point in Irish history. It’ll 
take some skill to talk about it with humour, but 
also with the reverence it deserves. 
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S: I’m buzzing for people to hear our episode 
on Rathlin Island. It’s a tiny island off the coast 
of Northern Ireland with a massive history. I gig 
there annually and have built a real relationship 
with the area and the people. So to be able 
to pay homage to it was a lot of fun. Richard 
Branson crashing a hot air balloon there 
isn’t even one of the main things that have 
happened on Rathlin Island!

How much did you know about Irish history 
before you started making the show? Were 
you big history buffs at school?

H: Not a lot to be honest. History was actually one 
of my favourite subjects at school but I dropped 
it in my fourth year when we got a new teacher 
who was so strict and boring that she sort of 
ruined it for me. So all I have left now is what I 

vaguely remember from early school days.
S: History was one of the only school subjects 
I was interested in. I couldn’t get enough of it. 
Sadly after school, I stopped reading up on it. 
Until now! I think a lot of people are like that.

In a single sentence, how would you sum up 
We’re Not F***ing Historians?

H: A show for people who are more about the 
craic than the facts.

S: The blind leading the blind on a journey 
through Irish history.

Listen to We're Not F***ing Historians now 
on the Stak website, ACAST or SPOTIFY.

stakpod              stakpod

http://stak.studio
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It’s ever more apparent that we need to listen 
to the voices who are directly impacted by 
race, inequality and oppression. Speaking 
to the team behind the Race Relations’ AT 
WORK podcast, we find out more about the 
need for conversations around racial justice 
and equality. 

From the very first episode, 
we have dived deeply into 
topics such as racial trauma, 
joy as a form of resistance and 
the psychological framework 
of race-based traumatic 
stress. More recently we have 
discussed the concepts of 
scapegoating and aversive 
racism whilst also addressing 
topical issues such as the mistreatment of 
the Black players in the England team after 
the Euro 2020 Final. Racial trauma in the 
workplace is an issue not often reflected upon. 
 
What’s the story - how and why was the 
podcast started?

Race Reflections is a fast-growing social 
enterprise dedicated to tackling inequality, 
injustice and oppression in society. We 
provide this through various activities including 

organisational consultancy, training, community 
engagement and content creation. Founder 
and Head Disruptor, Guilaine Kinouani - author 
of Living While Black - decided to introduce 
a podcast that addresses the psychological 
impact of racism and racial trauma in the daily 
lived experience of black people. 

 
Like any podcast with a social 
message it’s important that 
the listener engages and 
seeks to do more in the space:

Race Reflections’ AT WORK 
brings the same engaging, 
stimulating and supportive 
content found on our 
membership platform, but in a 

free audible form. We hope that this podcast 
provides a place of sanctuary. 

We talk about issues concerning Black people 
but also speak to issues that include people 
of colour generally and people marginalised 
in other ways. Tuning in provides you with 
an opportunity for reflection and exploration 
for and with people that want to be active 
participants in the conversation for change.

What more can we all do? 

PODCASTS 
WITH A SOCIAL 
CONSCIENCE

THE GOOD SAMARITAN //

JASON REED FROM LEAP UK & THE STOP AND 
SEARCH PODCAST SPEAKS TO THE PEOPLE BEHIND 
PODCASTS FROM THE CHARITY AND CAUSES SECTOR

https://racereflections.co.uk/at-work-the-podcast/
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Visit our website: racereflections.co.uk - you 
will find a variety of membership options. 
Spreading the word and the link to a podcast 
episode that you enjoyed is also appreciated! 
We love to hear from our listeners and your 
ideas for future episodes can be submitted to 
contact@racereflections.co.uk. 

‘AT WORK’, as the name suggests, focuses 
on inequality, injustice, and oppression AT 
WORK and is solution-focused. What more can 
we all do? Acknowledge our complicity and 
recognise that it’s important to think beyond 
interpersonal issues, considering cultural 
and structural issues as well to promote the 
well-being of staff of colour and marginalised 
people in our communities.

We have several exciting changes in the 
upcoming months as we begin to welcome 
different voices and perspectives to the 

podcast. We will be inviting exciting speakers 
including artists and authors from marginalised 
groups to add to our discussions; covering 
topics like the success of Black pound day, 
‘taking up space’ as a black person in a social 
setting, and employment barriers across 
different industries.

For press enquiries, contact: dionne@
racereflections.co.uk. To find out more, visit: 
racereflections.co.uk/

ukleap.org         @JasonTron

https://racereflections.co.uk/at-work-the-podcast/
https://open.spotify.com/show/28BDVIa1JEKimSqpXX1zC2?si=58f1dc6ab7274658
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https://open.spotify.com/show/667zSZZjcHnm2cs5KWyyZ3?si=2319ba1971f345ee
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PB: WHY DO YOU LOVE PODCASTS?

RED:  I grew up in a loud, chaotic household 
and I don’t like silence. I love the intimacy 
of having someone in your ear, and I love 
walking around smiling when I’m 
enjoying a great show. 
Also now I’ve had a baby it’s great 
to have something entertaining 
that’s also hands free!

WHAT WAS THE FIRST 
PODCAST YOU EVER 
LISTENED TO?

The Minimalists on Spotify. I 
absolutely love them, I find them 
so calm and relaxing, and I love day dreaming 
about simple living. I like how they ground me 
and how they value the important things in 
life, not stuff.

WHICH PODCASTER MAKES YOU 
LAUGH THE MOST?

My wife! Rose is hilarious, I love listening back 
to our episodes and being shocked by what 
we’ve said this time! We both have no filter and 
tend to just blurt everything out and then forget 
about it - then we listen back like WHAT?!

WHICH PODCAST HAS EDUCATED 
YOU THE MOST?

Uneducated by Cammie Scott! Every episode 
has a different poignant topic and I always 

learn so much! 

CAN YOU RECOMMEND 
A SHOW OUR READERS 
MAY NOT HAVE HEARD?

I really enjoy Detail Therapy 
by Amy Landino. She’s one of 
those aspirational influencers 
who encourages you to go and 
live your best life. I don’t do 
anything she recommends but 

when I’m listening to it I feel like I’ve got my 
shit together.

Rose and Rosie: Parental Guidance follows comedy 
duo and married couple Rose and Rosie’s most 
intimate adventure yet: starting a family. Having 
welcomed their baby into the world, they're playing 
by ear and can't wait to tell you all about it. New 
episodes every Monday. Join in the conversation by 
using #RoseandRosiePG.

ROSE & ROSIE
PODCAST DISCIPLE //

IN EVERY ISSUE WE ASK A PODCAST DISCIPLE FIVE 
QUESTIONS ABOUT THEIR LOVE OF PODCASTS 
AND PODCASTING. FOR THIS ISSUE  WE’RE 
JOINED BY ROSE ELLEN DIX FROM ROSE & ROSIE 
- PARENTAL GUIDANCE!

roseellendix        roseellendix

https://open.spotify.com/show/667zSZZjcHnm2cs5KWyyZ3?si=434408d4e6234171
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https://open.spotify.com/show/6oFn5GjXKk7izWsM5R63Nx?si=922775f696964ed3
https://open.spotify.com/show/3UHFAxqRKeEAdAaf90fvvD?si=7cbcbb0312684cbc
https://open.spotify.com/show/7tqgt5lPUtHYJ0BWc7puhQ?si=7e002320f27b4dfa
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HAYLEY
HASSELHOFF

FOR THE LOVE OF POD //

THE ACTRESS, MODEL AND HOST OF THE REDEFINE YOU 
PODCAST TELLS US ABOUT HER CURRENT TOP 5 SHOWS...

Photo Credit: Luke Wooden

https://open.spotify.com/show/5EqqB52m2bsr4k1Ii7sStc?si=fcf740652cd44fef
https://open.spotify.com/show/1PyphXayU14C9VmJfdIt9M?si=184f62ba2b97416d
https://open.spotify.com/show/6RVl1JmKwf2Qh7JR2OdYhT?si=880697422c934933
https://open.spotify.com/show/48QtcFDDyQzKIc4B0fo4V7?si=d07887b423ea48a2
https://open.spotify.com/show/6zdp3X2RMfZ7VbRXRfwNtp?si=99b84a56c498462e
https://open.spotify.com/show/4hOEugyFvFUjovZLihN9Pg?si=1987c186fd65443c
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JOE CORNISH
PODCAST PROPHETS //

Joe Cornish is one of the forgotten forefathers of 
podcasting. Way back in the early days of the 
medium, Adam & Joe’s 6 Music radio show 
grew a cult following, with it's podcast 
version adding classic bonus content 
that's remembered fondly to this day.
But whilst Adam went on to further 
cement his pod god status, Joe went 
off to that there Hollywood. 

Thankfully he is as good a guest as 
he was a co-host, as the following 
episodes prove...

CELEBRATING PODCASTERS IS A COMMON 
OCCURRENCE, BUT IN THIS MODERN WORLD 
BEING A SOLID, GRADE-A GUEST IS SOMETHING 
THAT NEEDS CELEBRATING. OUR PODCAST 
PROPHET FOR ISSUE #017 IS JOE CORNISH!
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https://open.spotify.com/episode/0aKexCT7jcCahCDQ2wEyUO?si=534cc986005446e5
https://open.spotify.com/episode/7x6O74HDNSZKgLFMcN4hMN?si=e48d7d95d8ed40b0
https://open.spotify.com/episode/2UuxtvfPFPsJyN82aVyKKC?si=89d62217ca2c4c2f
https://open.spotify.com/episode/68VGX8UsP8UfzLhxQ79nkc?si=0f37ed6039a14d43
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https://open.spotify.com/show/1OQOyDpUkhdXjG7zEUGhXn?si=e9c546e63b0043ac
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https://open.spotify.com/show/6HxKuv72exGXdRqp0PjQw6?si=03bf3e54ed014f82
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Considering podcasting under a pen name?

Some podcasters opt to use a different name 
to podcast (the host of Swindled, for example). 
But, how do you know if a pseudonym is the 
right choice for you?

Deciding what name to podcast under is a big 
deal. While you can always change it later on, 
chances are it’ll end up being a hassle. Not only 
will you have to make administrative changes, 
but you’ll have built a rapport with your 
audience. A name change can be a big thing to 
get used to. However, it offers benefits, such as 
privacy and brand memorability.

So, let’s take a little dive into the benefits of 
drawbacks of podcasting under a pen name.

WHAT IS A PEN NAME?

You might be thinking to yourself, “isn’t a pen 
name for authors?” And you’d be right.

But “pen name” is simply another word for 
pseudonym. You might also hear other terms 
to describe the same concept. Maybe you've 
heard fake name, stage name, secret identity, 
or even radio personality. 

Simply put, podcasting under a pen name 
means that you’re podcasting under a name 
that's different from your own.

WHY MIGHT YOU USE A PEN NAME?

There are plenty of reasons why someone 
might want to podcast under a pen name. To 
make things simpler, let’s focus in on three of 
the most common reasons:

1. You want to separate your podcast

If you’re anything like me, you’ve got a lot of 
projects on the go. Not all of them fit together. 
Let's say you’re running a business already 
under your name, and you want to add an 
entertainment podcast. It’s possible you want 
to add a simple but effective layer of separation 
between the two. That’s where a pen name 
comes in.

Using a name other than your own can help you 
separate your podcast from your personal life. 
Does mum really need to hear about your date 
last Friday on your tell all podcast?. It can also 
compartmentalize your professional life. It’s OK 
if you don’t want your boss to know about your 
secret true crime obsession).

SHOULD I PODCAST 
UNDER A PEN NAME?

INSTRUMENTS OF THE LORD //

CONSIDERING PODCASTING UNDER A PEN NAME? 
TAE HAAHR OF THEPODCASTHOST.COM DIGS INTO 
THE TREND OF ANONYMOUS PODCASTING.
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If you run more than one podcast, this can also 
help differentiate them.

2. You want to protect your identity

Podcasting has the potential to throw you (and 
your name) out into the public eye. If you’re 
trying to lay low (for any reason at all), it might 
be worth considering podcasting under a pen 
name. It may give you an extra step of privacy 
to help protect your personal information and 
identity. If done right, a simple Google search 
of your name shouldn’t bring up your podcast 
and vice-versa.

Note that simply because you’re using a 
pseudonym, there's no guarantee that you’ll 
be able to stay anonymous. While it’s a great 
step towards it, there is always the possibility 
that someone could find out your real identity.

3. Your real name is already taken

If you have a more common name, it’s possible 
that someone might already be podcasting 
with it. This is a case where it makes sense to 
podcast under a pen name, especially if your 

name is a significant factor in the podcast name 
or overall brand.

Likewise, some of us have more complex names 
that we’d prefer to simplify or change when 
podcasting. This is not to say that if you have 
a complex name you should use a pseudonym 
to simplify it, in fact, having a unique name can 
make you and your show more memorable. But 
if you want to, it’s definitely an option.

WHY MIGHT YOU NOT USE A PEN NAME?

1. Could indicate a lack of professionalism

Not using your real name could mean people 
don’t take you seriously. 
This is, of course, assuming that it’s obvious 
you’re using a pseudonym—like if you’re 
podcasting under code-name “Bunny Ears” or 
using the moniker “Girl in the Window.” If you’re 
simply using Fred Jones and your name is Jason 
Semigel, chances are this is less of a problem.

But simply using a fake name, even one 
that’s on the more unique side, doesn’t mean 
that someone will automatically not take you 

https://www.thepodcasthost.com/
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seriously. There are plenty of people who do 
work under a different name than their own—
for instance, I know for a fact that it’s not, first 
name “Lady” last name “Gaga.”

This is where good brand-building techniques 
come into play. You can leverage the name 
you’re using to host your podcast into an 
overarching brand that goes beyond simply 
a name—think “the Captain” from True Crime 
Garage who co-hosts somewhat anonymously 
but whose name carries much more sentimental 
value to those that listen.

2. You could have a blending-identity crisis

The Criminal Minds episode “Parasite” features 
a con man who goes by so many different 
names and runs so many different schemes 
that he starts to self-destruct when things get 
a little too complex. He can’t remember if he’s 
supposed to be Henry Moffat, Grant Dale or 
Hunter Portland, so when he makes a mistake 
he starts to kill his hustle victims. 

This might be an obscure reference unless 
you're a Criminal Minds super-fan (guilty) nor 
do I think if you use a pseudonym you’ll be at 
risk to start murdering podcast listeners, but it 
does demonstrate the complexity of internally 
managing more than one identity.

Being yourself in your everyday life is hard 
enough as it is, when you add a second 
identity—your podcasting pen name—you 
need to start compartmentalizing the two 
different identities. 

This gets more complex when your podcast 
life bleeds into your personal life. How do you 
introduce yourself at networking events? What 
happens if you run a business associated with 
it that legally falls under your real name? It can 
feel like a lie to use a pseudonym, especially if 
there’s no rhyme or reason for it.

3. You’re not guaranteed to stay anonymous

Many people use pseudonyms to keep 
themselves anonymous when they’re working 
on a project they don’t want to be personally 
associated with, or they simply don’t want 
everyone to know about the project (or just 
certain people).

But podcasting under a pen name doesn’t 
guarantee your identity will stay hidden. 
It’s actually a lot of work to stay completely 
anonymous, and there’s really no way to 
guarantee that no one will find out who you are.

So, while there are definitely situations 
where podcasting under a pen name makes 
sense—like when there’s a safety concern—
simply changing what you’re called doesn’t 
necessarily mean it will stay hidden.

WHAT ABOUT A NICKNAME INSTEAD?

If your drive to podcast under a pen name is 
more related to branding than security, consider 
using a nickname. It surprises many to know 
that Tae isn’t the name on my birth certificate. 
It’s not far off, but I use it for a specific reason. 

Growing up, almost everyone thought I was 
a dude before I met them due to my unisex 
name. To cut down on confusion, when I started 
a business I changed my name to something a 
little more feminine. Nowadays, that’s really the 
only name I go by.

There are many reasons why you might want 
a slight name change for podcasting, but you 
don’t necessarily have to make a big change to 
accomplish that. Nicknames tend to be a little 
more casual. People that use them tend to not 
be too worried about our real identity being 
spilled, if it happens. 

The Podcast Host are celebrating 10 
years of ‘How to Podcast’ content over at 
ThePodcastHost.com
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https://open.spotify.com/show/1V7PyNGf5w68u9NAWKV4OM?si=a234403a91e84cdb
https://open.spotify.com/show/2lizTX1CKjyMymcVU5S9fo?si=031a2b4252ee42e4
https://open.spotify.com/show/5TjV1wrXsMldn17yPv8PFx?si=5c5bfcb2d5f14703
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In my opinion, narrative non-fiction is 
the ultimate podcast style. You get the 
entertainment of storytelling with the rawness 
of reality and the simplicity of a single voice. 
What’s more, the stories are usually told 
by the writers themselves, giving us lived 
experiences from the horse’s mouth.

If you’ve heard one narrative non-fiction 
podcast, my bet is it’s probably The Moth – 
a podcast so massive it is often found at the 
top of the charts. Recorded in front of a live 
audience, each episode is short, well-crafted 
and you’re never quite sure what you’ll get 
– I’m not going to lie, I have both cried and 
laughed out loud at stories whilst shopping!

If you’re after a change from the interview 
format, here are 5 great narrative non-fiction 
podcasts like The Moth.

OUT THERE

If I could have a favourite 
podcast (which is really 
difficult in this job!) it would 
be Out There. Out There 
explores big questions 
through intimate stories in 

the great outdoors, and those stories range 
from the biggest hikes across continents, the 
to smallest moments of feeling sand on your 

NARRATIVE NON-
FICTION PODCASTS

FROM THE WEBSITE //

DIGITAL EDITOR FRAN TURAUSKIS PICKS 
OUT A RECENT ARTICLE FROM THE POD 
BIBLE WEBSITE,  TO GIVE YOU A TASTE OF 
WHAT YOU MAY BE MISSING!  

https://open.spotify.com/show/0IbyFoyoYD0PknC7KeIqob?si=90cfef85100b4890
https://podbiblemag.com/5-podcasts-youll-love-if-you-love-the-moth/
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feet. There are some interviews and in-depth 
reporting, but the narrative episodes are really 
immersive, with interesting music and stories 
from the heart.

TED TALKS DAILY

Okay, you’ve probably heard 
of this one! But if you like 
The Moth, TED Talks Daily 
is a great choice. Whilst The 
Moth tends to focus on one 
part of a person’s life, TED 

Talks often do big overviews. Some of the 
episodes cover topics at a more societal level, 
but many stem from a person’s own story and 
the emotions are often obvious. Running as a 
daily show for several years, there are literally 
hundreds of big subjects and narratives you 
can choose from.

ANTHROPOCENE REVIEWED

The Anthropocene is the time 
in which humans live a.k.a. 
now. The Anthropocene 
Reviewed is monologue 
podcast where writer John 
Green reviews anything and 

everything from the world in which we live, 
and gives it a 5 star rating. His topics have be 
literally anything, from ‘The Plague’ (1 star) to 
‘Scratch ‘n’ Sniff Stickers’ (4 stars). The reviews 
are like a literary commentary and often 
include personal anecdotes, and he is a harsh 
critic who rarely gives 5 stars – but it has been 
known. You’ll have to listen to find out what for!

A MILE IN MY SHOES

Another reason I love 
storytelling podcasts so 
much is how it can make us 
empathise with the storyteller. 
A Mile in My Shoes comes 
from The Empathy Museum, 

which tours with an interactive shoe shop. The 
live project has people wear a pair of the shoes, 
and walk a mile in them whilst listening to the 
old owners telling their life story. The podcast 
uses the same stories, but explains what the 
shoes look like at the start – it’s incredible how 
often the idea I get from the shoes is completely 
different to the story told. Proof you can’t judge 
a person by their shoes – and shouldn’t until 
you’ve walked a mile in them!

ANTHEMS

Last up is a Pod Bible 
favourite. Anthems from 
Broccoli Productions is 
not dissimilar to A Mile In 
My Shoes – but perhaps 
with a bit more edge. With 

different themes to different series, we hear 
from underrepresented groups – Anthems 
Pride, Anthems Women, Anthems Black – as 
they share real life stories and rallying calls 
for change. The special lockdown series, 
Anthems Home, was an amazingly quick 
response to the Covid restrictions.

https://open.spotify.com/show/1VXcH8QHkjRcTCEd88U3ti?si=8be345fa499d449a
https://open.spotify.com/show/3scirzcuaGm02MQ4FUZydq?si=f5d0a4a43ddd4a7e
https://open.spotify.com/show/0b4BgMWt7gR0sIcsySDk8l?si=eb9c9dff10784b61
https://open.spotify.com/show/3WvaFOFAUccia2ULq9fzQG?si=0f58e113f0114724
http://podbiblemag.com
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FAR AWAY FAN                                                         @farawayfanpod
We speak to football fans about what led them to support a club at the other end of the world. 
Their journeys, the highs and lows, treasured mementoes and ultimately what supporting a 
club from afar has meant to them, and what it has brought to their lives.

FAKES AND FRAUDS                                       @fakesandfraudspod
A podcast where host Glenys sits down with special comedian guests to discuss cases involving 
deception in a lighthearted and entertaining way - think con artists, hoaxes, imposters, etc. Past 
guests include Jamali Maddix, Sunil Patel, Chloe Petts, Ania Magliano and more. 

HOW TO REBOOT                                                         @mikeswaine
The podcast all about practical tips to reboot your approach to life. Don't worry it's not all 
green juices and latest yoga fads. Its chats with interesting people who give us easy to follow 
life hacks.  

ASIAN CINEMA FILM CLUB                                              @acfilmclub
A fortnightly podcast with each episode highlighting a different film covering a wide range 
of films from cult favourites to art house classics and providing recommendations for further 
viewing as we aim to provide an introduction to Asian cinema.

VERBAL DIORAMA                                              @VerbalDiorama
Verbal Diorama is the podcast all about the history and legacy of movies you know, and movies 
you don't. Hosted by Em, let her take you through the world of film production, trivia, special 
effects, and much more!

YOU DON'T KNOW                                                       @LizzyTurnerPoet
An experimental collaborative series of original fiction, found sound & field recording. Written 
and produced by poet and artist, Lizzy Turner and her husband, writer and podcaster, David 
Turner. All episodes accompanied by handmade print publications of text & visual art.

INDEPENDENT 
PODCASTS

OH MY POD //

WITH BIG BRANDS AND FAMOUS NAMES CONTINUING TO DOMINATE 
THE CHARTS, IT CAN BE TOUGH FOR INDEPENDENT SHOWS TO 
BREAK THROUGH. HERE AT POD BIBLE WE WANT TO ENSURE THAT 
WHILE CONTINUING TO CELEBRATE THE BIG GUNS, WE'RE ALSO 
CHAMPIONING THE INDIES. IN EACH ISSUE WE ASK AMATEUR 
OR INDEPENDENT PODCASTS TO GET IN TOUCH WITH A SHORT 
DESCRIPTION OF THEIR SHOW. HERE ARE OUR CURRENT FAVES...  
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BACK 2 LIFE: stories of recovery & creativity       @back2lifepod

Milly Chowles speaks to artists, musicians and creators about how they’ve come back from 
difficulties like addiction, trauma or mental illness and the role of creativity in their recovery 
and lives now.

OUT OF YOUR LANE                                               @outofyourlane
A podcast where we look at people famous for one thing and critique their attempts to do 
something else. Episodes include Eddie Murphy’s disco career, Terrence Howard’s higher 
mathematics, and more.

IT'S ONLY A GAME SHOW                                        @itsonlyagameshow
We delve into the weird, wonderful and sometimes truly awful world of gameshows, chatting a 
fair bit of funny nonsense along the way. Episodes include ‘Naked Jungle’, ‘The Crystal Maze’, 
‘Going For Gold' and many more.

DON'T TALK TO ME ABOUT WORK                          @jordanrizzieri
Work has become such a huge part of our lives - how much of it we're doing, how many hours 
we're devoting to it, and what its monetary value is. But why? It's time to talk about what we all do 
for a living. Join me as I sit down with guests to trace their careers and their relationship to work. 

FIGHTING ON FILM                                                @fightingonfilm
The war movie podcast that looks back at classic and beloved war films. We look at the Kit 
and historical context of each film and have had special guests such as Al Murray & James 
Holland, it’s like Desert Island Discs but with war films!

KIDS, WHAT ARE WE WATCHING TONIGHT? @kidswhatarewewatchingtonight

I'm Andrew, and along with my daughters Nieve and Isla, we review a mix of films. I try to 
get them to watch the films I grew up on - 80's and 90's fare - and they usually rip them 
to shreds.

THE PANTO PODCAST                                           @pantopodcast
An altruistic project that tells the stories and gives invaluable advice from casts and creatives in 
the theatre world. In 2019 it was added to the V&A Museum Archives. Hope you enjoy, previous 
guests have included Paul Chuckle, Tommy Cannon, Matthew Kelly and even Basil Brush. 

THE CONSPIRACY THEORY OF EVERYTHING  @conspiracytoepod
Ex-lovers and best mates Jack and Tallis investigate the world's growing number of conspiracy 
theories, alternative facts and unsolved mysteries. Described as "gleefully vexatious and 
deliberately provocative" by the Harvard Common Press, it's probably not one for your nan. 

DREDGE LAND                                                          @dredgeland
Recorded 100 leagues beneath the #Hove Plinth. #DredgeLandLIVE is 35 minutes of anarchic 
and / or mad-capped improvised comedy for the human listener. Bring your own cagoule.

GOT A PODCAST YOU'D LOVE TO SEE FEATURED IN ISSUE #018? 
SEND US A ONE OR TWO SENTENCE DESCRIPTION ON TWITTER!

#OHMYPOD // @PODBIBLE



THANKS FOR READING!
POD BIBLE WILL BE BACK WITH 

ISSUE #018 IN DECEMBER

WRITERS: ADAM RICHARDSON, SCROOBIUS PIP,
BECCY DILLON, TAE HAAHR, JASON REED & FRAN TURAUSKIS 

SPECIAL THANKS TO ACAST, AUDIBLE, SPOTIFY, MELISSA MATANDA, GIORGIA SMITH, NATALIE 
PASZKOWSKI, BLANDINE HOGE, ALEXANDRA ADEY, RHYANNA COLEMAN, MIKE NEWMAN, MATTHEW 

MCCLEAN, JOE DUCARREAUX, JORDAN RIZZIERI, CAROL WHIFFEN & HANNAH RICHARDSON

@podbible

https://open.spotify.com/show/2WyXD1di60uK2vq7bGrXxT?si=07f6cdf81c924205
http://podbiblemag.com
http://idrawforfood.co.uk
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/brand/p09rfbrp
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PODBIBLEMAG.COM
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